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Chapter 1

Introduetion
For over the last two decades the TNO Glass Group has developed technologies
for innovation and better control of glass production. For example, to improve the
melting process, fast real-time process simulations suitable for advanced furnace
control are performed. These simulations have proven to be also usefull to improve
the energy efficiency of the furnace. Also effort is made to improve the forming
process. For example, software tools for integral simulation and optimisation of
the TV panel pressing process are develloped. Or, more general, optimisation of
forming processes by analysis of thermal settings. In these processes heat transfer
plays an important role.
To model heat transfer, a discrete ordinate radiation model is implemented in the
simulation packages. This model is non-speetraL Still some quantities and parameters that are used in the model are wavelength dependent in nature. For example,
intensity of radiation is speetraL And also the absorption coefficient of glass, which
varies considerably in the wavelength range from 0 · 10 6 m to 5 · 106 m. Therefore
the question arose what would be the benefit of making the model wavelength dependent.
This research in co-operation with the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven concentrates on this question. The objectives of the research are; make the existing model
wavelength dependent, validate the model experimentally and demonstrate the benefits of speetral radiation modelling.
The research presented in this report can be devided into two main topics. The
first topic is the speetral model. The secoud topic concerns the experiments that
are performed to validate the model. In the outline of this report the distinction
between these topics can be seen. In chapter 2 the theoretica! principles that form
the basis of the model are introduced. Chapter 3 shows the structure of the model.
Also some simulations to test the model are described in this chapter. Chapter 4
describes the experimental setup used in the experiments. Chapter 5 presents the
experiments that are performed to validate the model. Two different experiments
are performed. In the first experiment blackbody radiation is lead through a glassplate and measured by a spectrometer. Two glass plates with different thicknesses
are used. In the second experiment a glass plate is heated and radiation coming
from the plate is measured. In chapter 6 results of measurements and simulations
are discribed. Furthermore, differences between the speetral and non-speetral model
are shown by comparing simulated temperature profiles
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Chapter 2

Speetral radiative heat
transfer
This chapter describes the principles on which the speetral radiation model is based.
It starts with the introduetion of the equation of radiative heat transfer and the
discrete ordinate method. Then we describe blackbody radiation and we introduce
the wavelength bands. Afterwards we show the behaviour of radiation at opaque
walls and interfaces between transparent media. And finally we introduce the energy
equation and describe how we incorporate speetral radiative heat transfer.

2.1

Blackbody radiation

Every object with a temperature higher than OK emits thermal radiation. The best
possible emitter of thermal radiation is the theoretica! concept blackbody. A blackbody also absorbs all incident radiation, no radiation is reflected. The following
shows why this is logical.
If a blackbody is placed in an isothermal enelosure with absorbing and emitting
boundaries, the blackbody must emit the same amount of radiative energy as it
absorbs when it's in thermal equilibrium. Because the blackbody absorbs the maximum possible amount of radiative energy it must also emit the maximum amount
of radiative energy. This holds for radiation of all wavelengtbs and for all angles of
incidence.
When thermal radiation emitted by a warm black surface is considered the quantity
hemispherical emissive power is used frequently. Hemispherical emissive power eb
is the radiant energy emitted in all solid angles of the hemisphere per unit time
and per unit area. The relation between the emitted intensity and the hemisperical
emissive power is

(2.1)
The speetral emissive power of a blackbody radiating into a medium with refractive
index n is given by Planck's law

(2.2)
In this equation cl = hc6, h is Planck's constant and Co is the speed of electromagnetic propagation in vacuum. n is the refractive index of the medium n = ~, with
c the speed of electromagnetic propagation in the medium. C 2 = h~o , with k Boltzmann's constant. With this equation one can calculate the speetral distribution of
4
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Figure 2.1: Speetral distribution of blackbody intensity
intensity emitted by a blackbody. Figure 2.1 shows some speetral blackbody intensity distributions at different temperatures for a blackbody radiating into vacuum
(n = 1). It can be seen that the intensity increases as the temperature increases.
Also the maximum intensity peak shifts to smaller wavelengtbs if the temperature
increases. The wavelength of maximum intensity can be calculated with Wien's
displacement law,

c3

T = (2.3)
n
Where Àmax is the wavelength in the medium at peak emission, T the blackbody
temperature in K, C 3 ~ 0.0029 m ·Kis a constant and nis the refractive index of
the medium into which the blackbody is radiating. The total emissive power, eb, is
the integral over À of (2.2). It is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law,
Àmax.m

J
00

eb=

eb;..dÀ

= n 2 a.Y 4

,

(2.4)

0

with a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

2.2

The equation of radiative heat transfer

A widely used quantity for radiation is intensity. lntensity, i, is defined as the
radiant energy passing through an area dA per unit time, per unit of the projected
area, per unit solid angle dw and per unit wavelength. I t's unity is m 2~sr.
To derive the equation of radiative heat transfer we consider a uniform absorbing
and emitting medium. As radiation travels along a path S in this medium, the
intensity, i>-., of radiation changes with di>-. due tothermal emission and absorption
of radiation by the medium see figure 2.2. Over a small path length dS the change
of intensity due to thermal emission is
di>-.e = a;..ib,>-. (S) dS ,

(2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Change of radiation incident normally on absorbing and emitting volume
element dV with length dS

with a.>.. is the speetral absorption coeffi.cient of the medium and ib.>.. ( S) is the
speetral blackbody intensity of the medium. The change of intensity by absorption
over a small path length dS is
(2.6)
with i.>.. (S) the speetral intensity in the medium. The total change of intensity along
a path Sis
(2.7)

2.2.1

The discrete ordinate method

Equation (2. 7) describes the change of intensity over a pathlength dS in one direction. In reality radiation the number of directions is infinite. In order to calculate
an intensity distribution, only a discrete number of directions, also called ordinates,
is considered. Radiation is discretised over this set of directions by means of the
discrete ordinate method. This section describes the discrete ordinate method and
follows the discussion in [2].
In a general coordinate system equation (2.7), can he written as,
(2.8)
with ( the direction vector. The hemispherical solid angle is discretized into M ordinates~ each having an indexmand a corresponding solid angle wm. The orientation
of ordinate m is determined by the corresponding direction vector Ç
. The speetral
-m
intensity i.>..,m, in ordinate m, is constant inside the solid angle wm. The equation
for radiative heat transfer (2.8), for ordinate m is now derived by integrating (2.8)
over the solid angle Wm, after rearranging terms one finds,
~m · 'Vi.>..,m =

Oé)..

(i.>..,m- ib,.>..)

with m = l...M .

(2.9)

The vector -m
Ç is given by
(2.10)

Speetral radiative heat transfer
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Radiation in wavelength bands.

In nature the total wavelength spectrum of radiaton is infinite. The spectrum consist
of an infinte number of wavelengths. In the speetral model the infinite and continuous wavelength spectrum is devided into a finite number of wavelength bands. The
total number of wavelength bands is denoted by J. For each band i;.., a>, and E>,
have a constant value. Each interval has an index j, boundary val u es Àj and Àj+l
and width f:::.)..j.
The speetral material property used in the model is the medium absorption coefficient a>,.

2.3.1

Blackbody radiation in a wavelength band

Consicier a blackbody radiating into a medium. To determine the speetral emissive
power in a wavelength interval emitted by the blackbody we introduce the term
blackbody fraction, F. The blackbody fraction of an interval j with boundaries Àj
and ÀJ+I is F>-.; ->-1+ 1 and is defined as the fraction of total emissive power that is
emitted in the wavelength interval j,
Àj+l

J

F>-, ->-1+1 =

e>,bd)..

Àj

(2.11)

_oo_ __

J e>,bd)..

a

The total emissive power is given by law of Stefan and Boltzmann, see equation
(2.4). Using this law equation (2.11) can be written as,

(2.12)

F-'i -AJ+ 1 can also be calculated by substracting the two fractions Fa->-.1+! and Fa-Aj.

(2.13)

Fa->- is given by,
À

Fa->- =
e>,b

n 2 ~T4

j

(2.14)

e>,bd).. .

a

is given by Planck's law, (2.2) Substitution of (2.2) into (2.14) yields

J
À

2nC1
Fa->- = ~T4
n !J

a

1

)..&

(

.EL

en>.T -

) d).. .

1

(2.15)

It can be seen that Fa->- is a function of the two variables ).. and T. To calculate
the integral over À a new variable x (>.T) is introduced. x= n~~- Substitution into
(2.15) gives

Jx
00

1
Fa->-T = -2nC
!J 04
2

3

--dx .
ex- 1

x

(2.16)
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Figure 2.3: Blackbody radiation in a wavelength band
Furthermore u can be written as u= 21~(;'4 • Substitution of u in (2.16) and changing
2
the integral boundaries gives
5

15

Fo->.T = 1 -

7T4

x

j _L_
ex-

1

(2.17)

0

By using the series expansion (1 -eX) by parts Fo->.T can be written as

Fo->.T =

~~ f [e~lx

1

= 1 +eX + e2 X + ... and then integrating

( X3

l=1

+

3t

+ ~; + ~~)] .

(2.18)

This series is used for calculating Fo->.T in the model. As explained blackbody
fraction is the fraction of the total emissive power emitted in a single wavelength
band. We use the fraction to calculate the speetral intensity in a wavelength band.
The total, non-speetral intensity is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Firstly the
product of this total intensity with the blackbody fraction is calculated. Actually
this is the integral over À under the Planck curve within the wavelength band
boundaries, see figure 2.3. This quantity is in (mtr) and is given by
(2.19)
The speetral blackbody intensity in (~)
in this interval is calculated by dividm m·sr
ing the area by the interval width and can be writtten as
ib,j =

(Fo->.J+ 1 T- Fo->.jr)

n 2 uT 4
7T,0,.À

with j = l...J.

(2.20)

J

2.3.2

Specifying wavelength bands

This section describes how the wavelength spectrum is devided into wavelength
bands. Equation (2.18) is used to calculate the blackbody fractions for each wavelength band. To be able to fill in the formula for the last band we need to specify

Speetral radiative heat transfer
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of wavelength bands

an end point, ÀJ, for the spectrum. Since it is difficult to calculate with oo we have
chosen a specific wavelength as endpoint. A consequence of this is that radiation
emitted in the interval between Àend and À = oo is not taken into account. We
use the the theory of blackbody radiation in a wavelength interval to choose ÀJ so
that the amount of energy taken into account is at least 99.9%. The blackbody
fraction, Fo-)..T, of our spectrum is equal to 0.999. Fo-)..T given by equation (2.18)
is a function of x (ÀT). Figure 2.1 shows that if T decreases, the intensity peak
shifts to larger wavelengths, therefore the endpoint of the 99% interval shifts to a
larger wavelength. To calculate an interval endpoint which is usefull for all points
in the domain we need to define the lowest temperature in the domain. For the
simulations described in this report the lowest temperature of emitting objects is
about 500°C. Therefore Tmin = 500°C which leads to a spectrum end point of
45 · 10- 6 m in glass (n = 1). It should be noted that figure 2.4 does not show the
end point because it does not fit in the scale of this plot.
Now the begin and endpoint are known, the rest of the spectrum neecis to be divided into wavelength bands. Figure 2.4 shows how this is clone. The figure shows
the wavelength bands and a graph of O:).. obtained by measurements. The 99.9%
interval is divided into three sections.
The middle section is the section in which the values of O:).. and E).. are measured.
The other two sections are simply a begin interval before the measured section and
an end interval after the measured section. In this example the measured section is
divided into 50 bands. The total area of the bands is equal to the area under the
measured curve. The other two sections are not divided and are bands themselves.
Finally, the values of O:).. and E).. in the first band is equal to the first measured value
and for the last band they are equal to the last measured value.
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2.4

Radiation at medium boundaries

If radiation with intensity i>.,in is incident at a wall, it will partly be absorbed by the
wall, transmitted through the wall and refiected at the wall. The part of radiation
which is absorbed equals
(2.21)
i>.,a = O<>.,w i>.,in

with a>.,w the absorption coefficient of the wall. The refiected part of i>.,a equals
i>..r

=

(2.22)

P>.,w i>.,in

with P>.,w the wall refiection coefficient. Finally, the transmitted part of Ï>.,in is
given by
(2.23)
i>.,t = T>.,w i>.,in
with T>.,w the wall transmission coefficient. Since i>.,in
following equation for the coefficients holds,
û<>.,w

i>.,a

+ P>.,w + T>.,w = 1

+ i>.,r + i>.,t,

the

(2.24)

Having transparent walls, or in other worcis interfaces between two transparent
media, introduces refractive index effects which are described insection 2.4.2. These
direction and speetral dependent effects are not yet incorporated in the model. As a
result only opaque walls can be simulated. Therefore T>.,w = 0 and equation (2.24)
reduces to
(2.25)
O<>..w + P>..w = 1
The wall also emits radiation. This thermal emission is given by
(2.26)
With E>.,w the wall emission coefficient and i>.b.w the wall blackbody intensity. If
the wall is in local thermadynamie equilibrium Kirchhoff's law holcis and
0!>.

= E)...

(2.27)

Again the continuons distribution is given by (2.2). And the blackbody intensity
ib,j per wavelength band is given by (2.20).

2.4.1

Refl.ection at opaque walls

For incoming radiation in ordinate m i>.,in,w,m, the intensity of the radiation that
is refiected is given by
(2.28)
iÀ,r,w,rn == P>..,w i>..,in,w,m
In general the characteristic of refiection is a mixture of both speenlar and diffuse
refiection. Figure 2.5 shows this refiective behaviour ofwalls schematically. A mirror
coefficient, Sw is used to calculate the amounts of energy that are refiected specularly
and diffusely. The specularly refiected energy in ordinate m and wavelength band
j is given by
(2.29)
qj,m,r,spec = Sw qj,m,r
And the diffusely refiected energy in ordinate m and wavelength band j is given by
qj,m,r,dif f = ( 1 - Sw) qj,m,r

(2.30)

lt's clear now that the refiected intensity into an outgoing ordinate m' depends on
the refiective properties of the wall. lt also depends on the orientation of the wall
with respect to the set of ordinates. To incorporate this boundary coefficients are

Speetral radiative heat transfer
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Figure 2.6: Radiation crossing an interface between two di-electric media having
unequal refractive indices.
used. For the complete derivation of the reflected intensity in wavelength band j
into ordinate m', I would like to refer the reader to [2] and give the expression for
ij.m'.r·

M

Zj.rn' ,r

=

L(

Cspec.rn-->rn 1 Sw

+ Cdif f.rn-->m'

(1 - Sw)) ij.m

(2.31)

m=l

with Sw the mirror coefficient of the wall and.
on boundary coefficients.

2.4.2

Cspec.m-->m'

and

Cdif f,rn-->m'.

depend

Interfaces between two transparent media

As explained in section 2.4 radiation crossing an interface is not yet incorporated
in the model. Yet we will compare the results of measurements and simulations.
In this section we derive the change that intensity perpendicular to a wall undergoes while crossing an interface. This change will be applied to radiation incident
at the opaque wall and the resulting radiation is used to compare to measurements
or analytical solutions with transparent walls. Off course opaque walls are not the
same as transparent walls but boundary conditions of the simulations can he chosen
so that the results can be compared. How these boundary conditions are chosen is
shown at the simulation properties of every simulation
Consicier two transparent media, medium 1 with refractive index n 1 and medium 2
with refractive index n2 see figure 2.6. And consider radiation passing from medium 1
into medium 2 . In medium 1 radiation in solid angle dw 1 has intensity i.u and incident angle e1 . After passing the interface the radiation comes into medium 2 with

12
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Figure 2.7: Hemisphere consisting of solid angles. The solid angle with hatched
surface is shown in more detail.
angle of refraction 8 2 . The intensity of the radiation is now iÀ, 2 and the solid angle
is dw 2 . After allowing for reileetion radiative energy is conserved in crossing the
interface. This energy conservation is given by
(2.32)

pÀ(Bl) is the directional-hemispherical reflectivity. dA is an area element in the
plane of the interface. The term cos 81 dA represents the projected surface area. Or
in other words cos 8 1 is the fraction of dA that eau be seen from the direction of the
radiation. Looking at the unities of the quantities in (2.32), one eau see it iudeed
is an energy balance. iÀ (,);;,sr) times dA (m 2 ) times dw (sr) times dÀ (m) gives
(W).
N ow we take a closer look at the solid angle dw. Figure 2. 7 shows a unit hemisphere
surrounding surface area element dA. It eau be seen that dw relates to dcf; and dB
as dw = sin B dB dcf; Substitution of dw in (2.32) gives

Snell's law relates indices of refraction to augles of incidence and refraction by
n 1 sin B1 = n2 sin B2. By differentiation over B this becomes n 1 cos 81 dB 1 = n2 cos B2 dB2.
Substitution in (2.33) gives
iÀ,l(:>-.1) (1- pÀ(Bl)) d:>-.1

iÀ,2(À2)dÀ2

nî

n~

(2.34)

Now the speetral intensity, i>-. 2 , after crossing the interface is given by
(2.35)
and À2 are related by À2n2 = À 1n 1 . Therefore d:>-. 1 =
in (2.35) gives
À1

n

2

nl

d:>-.2. Substitution of d:>-. 1

(2.36)
Concluding, we have shown that speetral radiation crossing an interface between
two dielectric media with different refractive indices undergoes a change in intensity
(2.36) and wavelength À2 = ~~ À1.
In the following section we apply this change to intensity in an example.

2.4.3

Example of radiation crossing an interface

To show that this change in intensity is correct is we use Planck's formula for
blackbody radiation (2.2). Let's consider a flat plate of glass which is into contact

Speetral radiative heat transfer
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Figure 2.8: (1) , Speetral intensity of a blackbody radiating into glass (2), speetral
intensity of blackbody radiating into glass after crossing glass/air interface (3),
speetral intensity of blackbody radiating into air
with air at the upper surface. Let S be the coordinate perpendicular to the plate.
And at S = 0 the intensity is given by i (0) .>. . The equation of radiative heat transfer
(2.7) describes the intensity along S. Suppose the plate has a uniform temperature.
Then ib.>. is constant along S . The salution of (2.7) is
(2.37)
Equation (2.37) shows that for S ---+ oo, i>. (S) = ib.>.· In other words, if the plate
is infinitely thick the speetral intensity in the glass just underneath the interface is
equal to the speetral intensity of a blackbody in glass (n = 1.46). If we now assume
P.>. = 0 then after passing the interface the intensity must be equal to the intensity
of a blackbody radiating into air (n ~ 1).
To check the change in intensity described in section 2.4.2 we have calculated the
speetral intensity of a blackbody radiating in glass i.>.glass· See curve 1 in figure 2.8.
Then we have applied the interface change,
·

~>.,air

·
= -n~ir
3-~À ,glass

(2.38)

nglass

and the wavelength change,
\
/\air

nglass \

= - - /\gla ss ·

(2.39)

nair

The result ofthis is curve 2 in figure 2.8. And finally we have compared this intensity
to the intensity emitted by a blackbody radiating in air, curve 3 in figure 2.8. It
can be seen that curve 2 and 3 are the same. So radiation emitted by a blackbody
radiating in glass after crossing the interface is the same as radiation emitted by
a blackbody radiating in air. Therefore the intensity and wavelength change are
correct.

14
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Figure 2.9: Radiation leaving medium 2 having an angle larger than e m ax caon not
leave the medium. Arrows in the figure are in the direction of radiation leaving
medium 2. The other way around, radiation crossing the interface from medium 1
to medium 2 travelsin medium 2 withangles smaller than e m ax

2.4.4

Angle of total internal reflection

Consider two media as described in the former section with n1 < n2. Suppose
radiation of intensity i 1 is incident at the interface. lntensity i 1 with angles 0 ::::;
1 ::::; 90° can enter medium 2. After crossing the interface the radiation passes into
medium 2 with 0::::; e2 ::::; e2 ,max· e2 ,max can be calculated with Snell's law .

e

.e

n1 .
n1
Sln 2 max = Sln 900 = -

'

n2

n2

(2.40)

Medium 2 only receives direct radiation through the interface with angles 0 ::::; e2 ::::;
Now consider a volume element dV within medium 2 radiating towards
the interface see figure 2.9. Only radiation of angles 0 ::::; e2 ::::; e2 ,max can pass the
interface since e1 cannot be larger than 90°. All radiation with angles e2 2: e2 ,max
is totally reflected. e2 ,max is the angle for total internal reflection.
Since the total intensity of a blackbody radiating into a dielectric medium with
refractive index n > 1 is given by ib = n 2 aT 4 j1r , it might seem that intensity
radiated from such a medium into air could be larger than blackbody radiation into
air ib = aT4 j1r. This is not the case, it can be shown [1] that due to the angle of
total internal reflection only a maximum of ib = aT 4 / 1r can leave the surface of the
dielectric medium.
e 2 ,max.

2.5

Energy equation

In a semitransparent medium energy is transferred internally by radiation conduction and convection. The complete energy equation expresses a local balance of
energy arriving by all modes of energy transfer, internal energy stored, energy generated by local sources, and energy leaving by all modes of transfer.
The energy equation without heat sourees and viscous dissipation is given by,

(OT

+u t
· 'VT)
= 'V·
'V·- qr .
P-r _p a
--(k'VT)
- - -

(2.41)
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Equation (2.41) cosists of four terms. On the left hand side the first term stands
for internal heat storage. The secoud term stands for convective heat transfer. All
problems considered in this study do not have veloeities in the medium therefore
this term is equal to zero. On the right hand side the first term stands for for
conductive heat transfer, and the secoud for radiative heat transfer. There are two
types of boundary conditions for the energy equation. The first type is a wall with
a prescribed energy flux. In the case of a symmetry wall the prescribed flux is equal
to zero,
(2.42)
rr· \lT = 0
with

Tl

2.5.1

a vector pointing in the direction perpendicular to the wall.

Radiative heat flux

To obtain a temperature distribution in the medium by solving (2.41), an expression
for the radiative heat flux -\7 · qr is needed. \7 · flr equals [1]
471"

00

\7 . flr

=

JJ

di>.

ds

(2.43)

dw dÀ .

>.=Ow=O

Substitution of (2. 7) in (2.43) gives,

V· Re .

·,la, cz

•~,z a,i.,d>.

i; (w)

dw) d>..

(2.44)

The integral of ib;.. over
omega gives 47rib>.· By using I>., the mean intensity, the integral overwis replaced
by

J
4rr

i;.. (w) dw

= 47ri;.. .

(2.45)

w=O

\7 · -r
q now heemnes
\7 · flr = 47r (

J

a;..ib>.dÀ-

À=Ü

J

a;..hdÀ) .

(2.46)

À=Ü

The total wavelength spectrum has been discretized with J wavelength intervals
with index j. The integral of 2>. over À can be calculated with

J

J

00

a>.I;..dÀ

À=Ü

=

L a 1I16.À1

(2.47)

J=l

ib,j is calculated using the blackbody fraction F1,
n 2 cYT 4
ib.j = F1 7r 6.À. .

(2.48)

J

And the integral of ibmÀ over

l

À

is given by

a>.ib>.dÀ = (tF1a1)

À=Ü

(2.49)

J=l

4

lt can be seen that \7 · qr contains a T term. To simplify solving the energy equation the T 4 term is splitted into 1dT. With Tald the temperature solution of the
former iteration step.
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Speetral radiation model
This chapter starts with an overview the structure of the speetral model in section
3.1. In section 3.2 is described how the interface between transparent media is
incorporated. Finally, in section 3.3 simulations are performed to test the model.

3.1

Model structure

The former chapter shows which equations are used to describe speetral radiative
heat transfer. In this section we will basically "walk through" the model as shown
in figure 3.1 to explain how these equations are used. This way it will become clear
which steps are performed to do a complete simulation.

3.1.1

Defining the problem

The model is written in FORTRAN and is coupled to SEPRAN a finite element
method package which solves the differential equations. The model is designed partienlady to simulate a glass domain which is undergoing a certain thermal process.
To define the problem, first of all a glass geometry needs to be created. An example
of a mesh is shown in appendix A in figure A
We use a input file to define all physical constants and coefficients that can vary
for different simulations. The file also contains the properties of each wall. It is
possible to use measured dat to specify a speetral emission coefficient. If the wall
emission coefficient has been specified the reflection coefficient of the wall follows
from (2.25) and (2.27) and is given by P>- = 1 - E>,. As a consequence if E>. = 0,
P>- = 1 the wall reflects all incoming radiation and no radiation is emitted. Finally
also the mirror coefficient is specified here.

3.1.2

Solving radiation

See figure 3.1 at 1. Now the problem has been defined and all coefficients and parameters are known the simtdation starts by entering the time loop.
See figure 3.1 at 2. A wavelength band loop is entered. In this loop for every
band the blackbody intensity coming from the wal! is calculated following equation
(2.20) Note that the blackbody intensities are a direct result of the wall temperatures.
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See figure 3.1 at 3. After completing the wavelength loop the loop for varying
boundary conditions is entered. Everything within this loop is performed until the
convergence criterion is reached. The criterion here is that the reflected intensities
calculated in the new iteration step are the same as the reflected intensities calculated in the former iteration step. The loop is called "loop for varying boundary
conditions" because the boundary conditions change until the convergence criterion
is reached. One could say that iterations are caried out until there is a balance
between intensities in the medium and intensities reflected at the walls.
See figure 3.1 at 4. A wavelength loop is entered. In this wavelength loop for
each band the wall emission coefficient and the blackbody intensities are used to
calculate the intensities emitted by the wall. These intensties, together with the
reflected intensities, form the boundary conditions for the equation of radiative heat
transfer. After the wavelength loop is completed the iteration loop for fixed boundary conditions is entered.
See figure 3.1 at 5. The convergence criterion for the loop of fixed boundary conditions is based on the medium blackbody intensities. Iterations are performed until
the medium blackbody intensities in the present iteration are the same as the ones
in the former iteration.
See figure 3.1 at 6. Another wavelength loop is entered. In this loop for every
band the equation of radiative heat transfer is solved following equation (2.9)

Ç · Vim.j = aj (im.j- ib.j) with m = l.. ..M and j = l...J.

-m

3.1.3

Solving energy

See figure 3.1 at 7. The next operation which is performed basically is calculating
the integral of the intensity per wavelength band over the directions. It is a step of
calculating the radiative term in the energy equation and therefore belongs to the
category energy. For every band the speetral mean intensity is calculated following
equation (2.45),
47T

j

i>-. (w) dw

=

41rh

.

w=O

See figure 3.1 at 8. After leaving the wavelength loop the speetral mean intensities
are integrated over À using equation (2.47).

J
00

Oó)..Z)..dÀ =

À=Ü

J

L OójZj/:::,.Àj
]=l

See figure 3.1 at 9. Here the boundary conditions of the energy equation are calculated.
See figure 3.1 at 10. Here the energy equation, equation (2.41), is solved.

See figure 3.1 at 11. The new temperature field in the medium is used to calculate
the medium blackbody intensities per wavelength band. Again equation (2.20) is
used.
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See figure 3.1 at 12. Within the same wavelength loop for every band the product
of blackbody fraction and absorption coefficient, ajFj is calculated.
See figure 3.1 at 13. After leaving the wavelength band loop this product is used to
calculate the integral in equation (2.49)

See figure 3.1 at 14. If the convergence criterion of the loop for fixed boundary
conditions is met another wavelength loop is entered. In this loop for every band
the intensities reflected by the wall are calculated using equation (2.31),
M

L(

Ïj,m',r =

Cspec,m->m' Sw

+ Cdif j,m->m' (1 -

Sw)) Ïj,m

m=l

See figure 3.1 at 15. After calculating the reflections the loop for varying boundary
conditions is left if the convergence criterion is met. Finally the blackbody intensities at the walls are calculated.
See figure 3.1 at 16. Here the energy flux through the walls is calculated.
See figure 3.1 at 17. After the last time step the time loop is left and program
stops.

3. 2

Interface

Before we compare the simulated radiation incoming at the wall to measured radiation we incorporate the glass/air interface by changing the wavelengthand intensity
as described in section 2.4.3. We calculate the intensity after crossing the interface
with (2.36),
·
n~ir
%>..air= - 3 - nglass

(1-

P>. (Bglass)) i>.,glass ·

With i>..glass the incoming intensity at the wall, nglass = 1.46 the refractive index of
glass, nair = 1 the refractive index of air. P>. is the reileetion perpendicular to the
interface. For clear float glass P>. ~ 0.04. Radiation also undergoes a wavelength
change after crossing an interface, this is also taken into account. We calculate the
wavelength after crossing the interface with
\
/\air

With

3.3

Àair

=

the wavelength in air and

nglass \
--/\glass
nair

Àglass

the wavelength in glass.

Test simulations

In this section we perform two test simulations. In the first simulation we simtdate
transmission of blackbody radiation through a glass plate. With this simulation
we investigate the influence of the number of bands, elements and ordinates. Furthermore we will simulate glass plates with different thicknesses. In the second
simulation we compare a simulation to an analytica! solution. In this simulation
we calculate radiation coming from a glass plate with uniform temperature. Again
different thicknesses are simulated.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of boundary conditions used for the simulation of blackbody
radiation transmitted through glass plates.

3.3.1

Bands

In this section we simulate blackbody radiation that is transmitted through a glass
plate with uniform temperature. We concentrate particularly on the influence of
the number of bands on the transmitted intensity. Figure 3.2 shows the boundary
conditions that are used for the simulation. Since the model can not simulate glass
air interfaces, we use opaque walls instead. To simulate the incoming blackbody
radiaton we use a black wall radiating directly into glass, E 1 = 1. The temperature
of the black wall is T 1 = 1000°C. A consequence is that the glass would heat up
in the simtdation after some time. To make sure the glass will not heat up in the
simulation we simulate a very short time, tend = 1 · 10- 6 s.
The other wall is also black and has a temperature of T 2 = Tm = 20°C. This way
the wall will not heat up the medium. We consider radiation incoming perpendicular
at the cold wall being equal to transmitted radiation, after taking into account the
wavelength and intensity changes introduced by the interface. Since the hot wall
is black, the intensity emitted by the cold wall will not be reftected and will not
affect the considered radiation. The side walls are symmetry walls, '!1 · \1T3 = 0 and
P3 = 1.
The number of elements used in the simulation is 10 in the direction along the plate
and 20 in the direction perpendicular to the plate To choose a suitable number of
bands firstly the problem with a 4mm thick glass plate is simulated using different
numbers of bands. The numbers are 10, 25, 50 and 100. Figure 3.3 shows the
speetral intensity transmitted through the glass plate as a function of wavelength.
First we will explain the general shape of the curves. In this explanation we will
concentrate on the shape of the most detailed curve which is the 100 bands curve.
Befare radiation emitted by the blackbody enters the glass plate it has the Planck
distribution. While travelling through the plate intensity is absorbed. Since it
concerns a glass plate with uniform temperature we use equation (2.37) to see how
the intensity is attenuated.

The ib;o.. emitted in the glassitself is very small, ±0.4%, compared tothei (0);_, the
intensity emitted by the blackbody. This is because the blackbody temperature is
1000°C and the glass temperature is 23°C. Equation (2.37) now reduces to ,
.
Z.>.

(S) -- z. (0) .>. e -aÀs .

(3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Transmitted intensity through 4mm thick glass plate using different
numbers of wavelength bands.
lt's obvious that i>. (S) is smaller for bigger a>.. Starting at small wavelengths
and going to bigger wavelengths, we see that radiation is transmitted good untill
À = 2.5. 10- 6 m. Looking at figure 5.1 we see that between À = 2.5 · 10- 6 and
À = 3 . 10- 6 the absorption coefficient increases from 40m - 1 to 450m - 1 . Between
À= 4.0 ·10- 6 and 4.5 ·10- 6 m 0!).. increases from 50om- 1 upto 900m- 1 , in this region
the intensity drops to zero. Between these two regions, we see that the intensity
has two peaks This corresponds toa>. which does the opposite.
As far as the bands go, one can see that using 100 bands gives a very smooth
curve. The 50 bands curve follows the 100 bands curve quite good. There are slight
differences around À= 2.7 · 10- 6 m. The 25 bands curve is less smooth and does not
show small drop in intensity around À = 2.3 · 10- 6 m. The 10 bands curve is even
less detailed.
Using many bands results in high simulation times, therefore a low number of bands
is preferred. On the other hand we would like to see enough detail. Therefore, 50
bands is the most convenient number of bands. Troughout the rest of this study 50
bands are used in speetral simulations.

3.3.2

Elements

To choose a suitable number of elements again transmission through a 4mm thick
glass plate is simulated. The boundary conditions of the simulation are given in
section 3.3.1. The number of ordinates is 30 and the number of bands is 50. This
time we perform simulations using different numbers of elements. As shown in
figure 3.2 a rectangular geometry is used. Because the problem is one dimensional,
nothing changes in the direction along the plate. Therefore to reduce the number of
elements, always half as much elements are used in this direction as in the direction
perpendicular to the plate. From now on if we speak of a number of elements we
always refer to the number of elements in the direction perpendicular to the plate.
The number of elements used in this simulation are 4, 8, 20 and 40. FUrthermore, the
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Figure 3.4: Transmitted intensity through 4mm thick glass plate using different
numbers of elements. The given numbers are not the total number of elements but
the number of elements along the thickness of the plate
element type is linearand the shape is triangluar. Figure 3.4 shows the transmitted
intensity as a function of wavelength for the different numbers of elements.
One can see that the differences between the curves are small. Differences occur in
two wavelength regions , >. = 1.5- 2.7 · 10- 6 m and >. = 2.8- 4.5 · 10- 6 m and. In
the first region the largest difference is 2% and is between the 20 and 40 elements
curves. The order of the curves from lowest intesity to highest intensity is: 20, 8,
4 and 40. In the second region the differences are larger, The largest difference
is 15% between the 4 and 20 elemnts curves. Here the order of the curves from
lowest intesity to highest intensity is: 20, 40, 8 and 4. The differences are quite
small. This was to be expected because the temperature of the medium is uniform.
Also the temperature is low compared to the blackbody temperature. Therefore the
medium does not emit radiation itself it only attenuates the transmitted blackbody
intensity and different numbers of elements should not influence the transmitted
intensity much. For the simulations throughout this study we will use 20 elements
along the thickness of the plate. In the direction along the plate we use 10 elements.

3.3.3

Ordinates

Finally also a suitable number of ordinates needs to be chosen. Again transmission
through a 4mm thick glass plate is simulated. The boundary conditions are shown
in section 3.3.1. The number of elements along the thickness of the plate is 20,
the number of bands is 50. The elements used are linear triangular elements. This
time simulations are performed with different numbers of ordinates. The numbers
are: 2, 4, 10 and 30. Figure 3.5 shows the transmitted intensity as a function of
wavelength for the different numbers of ordinates. The general shape of the curves
has been explained insection 3.3.1. One can see that there are differences between
the curves. Using less ordinates reduces the simulated tansmitted intensity. If we
also take a look at the speetral absorption coefficient shown in figure 5.1 we see
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Figure 3.5: Transmitted intensity through 4mm thick glass plate using different
numbers of ordinates.
that the differences in percentages are lagerif a.x is larger. The difference between
the 10 ordinates curve and the 30 ordinates curve are small. For the simulations
throughout this study we will use 30 ordinates.

3.3.4

Transmission through glass plates with different thickness

In this section we investigate the inftuence of the glass plate thickness on transmitted
intensities through the plate. The boundary conditions of the simulation are as
explained insection 3.3.1. The number of wavelength bands is 50, and the number
of ordinates is 30. We use 10 elements in the direction along the plate and 20
elements in the direction perpendicular to the plate. The elements are linear and
triangular. The glass thickness is varied, the thicknesses are 2mm, 4mm, 6mm,
8mm and lOmm.
Figure 3.6 shows the results of the simulations. lt shows the transmitted intensity as
a function of wavelength. An explanation of the general shape of the curves is given
in section 3.3.1. lt is clear that the transmitted intensity decreases with increasing
thickness. This holds throughout the whole wavelength range. Furthermore, one can
see that for wavelengths greater than À= 2.7-10- 6 m the difference in transmitted
intensity between different glass plates becomes smaller for thicker plates. This
can be explained by consiclering a infinitly thick glass plate. An infinitly thick glass
plate already absorbs all incoming radiation, making it twice as thick can not reduce
the transmitted intensity more.

3.3.5

Emission by glass plates with uniform temperature

In section 2.4.2 we have shown that radiation emitted by a very thick glass pate
with a uniform temperature is equal to radiation emitted by a blackbody with the
same temperature. In this section we simulate radiation emitted by glass plates
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Figure 3.6: Blackbody intensity transmitted through glass plates of different thicknesses. The thicknesses are 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm
with different thicknesses with uniform temperature. The results are compared to
intensities calculated with equation (2.37). We choose i (Oh = 0. Equation (2.37)
now becomes
(3.2)
Figure 3. 7 shows the boundary conditions for the simulation. To simulate i (0) >. = 0
we create a non-reflecting and emitting lower wall. This is clone by setting the
temperature of the wall to T1 = OK. and applying €>. ,1 = 1. As a result , P>. ,l = 0,
no radiation is reflected at the wall. The refractive index is n = 1.46, and the
temperature of the glass plate is Tm = 1000°C. At the upper wall we apply T2 =
1000°C, €>. ,2 = 1. The side walls of the geometry are symmetry walls. For the
temperature we have rr· \lT = 0, and for radiation we have P>. = 1 and the wall
reflects specularly. We use 50 wavelength bands and the distribution of the bands
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Figure 3.8: Simulation of intensity emitted by glass plates of different thicknesses
with uniform temperature of T = 1000°C. The thicknesses are lcm, 2cm, 5cm,
lOcm, 20cm, 50cm.
is as shown in figure 2.4.
The temperature distribution in the glass should be uniform, but the temperature
of the lower wall is not equal to the glass temperature. As a consequence a transient
simulation would show that the glass plate cools down at the bottom. To prevent
the glass plate from cooling down at the bottorn we simulate the process for a very
short time tend = 1.0 · 10- 6 . Since radiation is not time dependent the intensity
coming form the glass plate will be the same as from a glass plate with uniform
temperature in a steady state.
The speetral intensity actually coming from the glass plate in the simulation is the
intensity at the spot depicted with an x in figure 3.7. Only the intensity in the
direction perpendicular to the glass plate is considered, in the figure this is the
direction of the arrow.
Numerical and analytica! results are compared in figure 3.8. The figure shows the
speetral intensity as a function of wavelength. Since the walls are not contributing
to radiation we only see radiation emitted by the glass. We can see that glass plates
with a thickness of 20cm and 50cm already emit as a blackbody. For wavelengths
greater than À = 2.7 · 10- 6 m all glass plates, exept the lcm thick one, radiate
like a blackbody. To explain the shape of the graph for wavelengths smaller than
À = 2. 7 · 10- 6 m we use the speetral distri bution of a .x shown in figure 5.1. The
emitted intensity increases when a.x increases. This is because the ability to emit
is better if a.x is higher. Finally there are slight differences between the intensities
calculated analytically and the simulated intensities. The differences are the largest
at À = 1.2 · 10- 6 m where the intensities are small, À = 2 · 10- 6 m. The difference
is larger for thicker plates. The largest difference is about 10% at À = 1.2 · 10- 6 m.
This seems much but the intensities here are not so high ~ 7% of peak intensity.
The difference in intensity is 5 ·8 m 2
sr. The model is accurate throughout most
of the considered wavelength range.
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Experimental setup
This chapter describes the experimental setup used in the experiments. The setup is
designed to measure radiation emitted by a blackbody as well as by a hot glassplate.
A schematic of the setup is shown in figure 4.1 and a photograph in 4.2. The glass
furnace is used to heat the glass plate, the reference furnace is used to heat the
reference blackbody. The FT-IR spectrometer is used to measure radiation emitted
by the glass plate or the reference blackbody. By rotating the flipping mirror one
can choose between these two radiation sources. The glass furnace, the reference
furnace and the FT-IR are discussed in more detail in this chapter. The mirrors
and the externalport of the FT -IR form the opties of the setup and are discussed
in section 4.5.

4.1

Reference furnace

To heat up the blackbody to the required temperature it is placed in a furnace.
Figure 4.3 shows a cross section of the furnace. This version is a tube furnace with
three heating zones. Each zone is connected to a variabie voltage source. In the
blackbody three thermocouples, Tbt, Tb2, and Tb3 are placed see figure 4.4. Using
the variabie voltage sourees and thermocouples the temperature gradient over the
blackbody is minimized. The blackbody can he heated upto 1200 ac.

4.2

Blackbody

The signa! given by the detector of the FT-IR spectrometer is not equal to the
speetral intensity of the measurement beam. The detector measures speetral energy.
Also the sensitivity of the detector is speetraL To calibrate the signals measured by
the FT-IR spectrometer weneed a reference beam with a known speetral intensity
with the same ordinate size as the beam to he measured. The souree of this beam
is a blackbody with known temperature. The intensity of the reference beam,
ibÀ (n), with n being the blackbody temperature, can he calculated with (2.2),
Planck's distribution for emissove power and (2.1), the relation between intensity
and emissive power. With Sg>. being the signa! measured from the glass sample and
Sb>. the signa! measured from the blackbody the speetral intensity emitted by the
glass sample is given by,
(4.1)
Figure 4.4 shows a cross-section of the blackbody used in the experiments. This
version consists of a stainless steel cylinder. The frontside of the cylinder is closed
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of experimental set up

Figure 4.2 : Photograph of experimental setup
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Figure 4.3: Cross section of reference funace containing blackbody
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Figure 4.4: Cross section of black body.

n 1, n1, and Tb1

are thermocouples.

with a fiat plate with a small circular hole in the center of the plate. The backside
of the cylinder is closed with a cone with the top of the cone pointing inwards. A
beam that enters the cavity is partially absorbed by the wall, the part that was
not absorbed is refiected towards another wall. Here it is again partially absorbed
and refiected and so on. If the opening of the cavity is small only a very small
fraction of the beam leaves through the opening. Using a cone instead of a fiat back
increases the efficiency since very little radiation that is refiected in the direction of
the opening.
After the reference furnace has been turned on, it takes about 4 hours to heat the
blackbody up to 1000°C. If the furnace heats up too quickly there is a chance that
thermal stresses in the wall become so high that the wall cracks. Setting the the
variabie voltage sourees to approximately 40% has proven to be convenient.
At the time the blackbody has reached the prefered temperature the setting of the
variabie voltage sourees is adapted to minimize the temperature gradient over the
blackbody. Since the front of the furnace is open the zone at front tends to be
the coolest one. Therefore the thermocouple at the front of the blackbody usually
shows the lowest temperature and the one at the back of the blackbody the highest
temperature. In practice it is hard to reduce the temperature gradient over the
blackbody since the furnace reacts slow on changes in power applied to a zone.
The temperature gradient over the blackbody at a temperature of 1000°C is about
4- 6°C. The thermocouples used are k-type thermocouples. The temperature of
the blackbody is also measured optically by using a pyrolaser. The temperature
measured by the pyrolaser was 2°C lower then the temperature mwasured by the
thermocouples. The wavelength of the laser is 0.865 · 10- 6 m. For temperatures
around 1000°C The accuracy of the pyrolaser is 2°C. The difference of the blackbody temperature measured by the thermocouples and by the pyrolaser was~ 2°C.
The accuracy of the blackbody temperature using the thermocouples is therefore
~ 4°C. To calculate the the accuracy of the blackbody intensity we look at the peak
intensity of the blackbody at 1000°C. We use equation 2.3 to calculate the wavelengthof maximum emission. This is wavelength is 2.27 · 10- 6 m We use equations
2.2 and 2.1 to calculate the maximum intensity. This intensity is 1.37 ·10 10 m 2 sr.
The the maximum intensity fora blackbody at 1004°C is 1.39 · 10 10 m 2 sr. This
gives an intensity difference of 2.16 · 108 m 2 sr which is 1.6%. Concluding we say
that this is an acceptable accuracy.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of Michelsou interferometer

4.3

FT-IR spectrometer

Radiation emitted by a glass sample is measured by a Perkin Elmer GX FT-IR
spectrometer. This section describes the working principle and the main properties
of this instrument.
The spectrometer basically is a Michelsou interferometer, see figure 4.5. In this type
of interferometer a beamsplitter divides the measured beam into two parts. One
part is directed to a fixed mirror, the other part is directed to a moving mirror.
After reflection at the mirrors the two beams are recombined and lead to a detector. If the distance between the beamsplitter and the moving mirror is the same
as the distance between the beamsplitter and the fixed mirror the original beam
is not changed. If these two distauces are not equal an optical path difference is
introduced. By moving the mirror the detector measures an interference pattem as
a function of the optical path difference. Fourier transformation of this measured
signal leads to the speetral energy of the original beam.

4.4

Glass furnace

The glass furnace is used to heat up the glass plate. The manufacturer of the
furnace is 'Carbolite'. It is a three zone tube furnace. It consistsof three heating
elements of coiled wire embedded in molded ceramic fiber cilinders. Each zone has
it's own thermocouple and temperature controller. The elements heat the so called
'work tube' which is a dilliminate tube with a lengthof 75cm and inner diameter of
15cm. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of the furnace. The glass sample in the glass
furnace is described in section 5.2.1. The glass plate is placed all the way up in
the work tube as depicted. The glass plate is placed between two copper plates.
The gap between the work tube and the copper plates is filled with ceramic wool
to rednee heat losses. Also the bottorn of the tube is closed with a layer of ceramic
wool. More detailed information about the glass plate can be found in section 5.3
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Figure 4.6: Cross section of glass funace

4.5

Opties

A portion of the radition emitted by the glass plate or the blackbody reaches the
detector. This portion travels the following optica} path.
Firstly radiation is reflected by parabalie mirrors, see figure 4.1. After reileetion
by these mirrors it is reflected by a flat mirror towards a flipping flat mirror. By
rotating this mirror one can choose to measure radiation emitted by the blackbody
or the glass furnace. The flipping mirror reflects the radiation towards the spectrometer where it enters the FT-IR spectrometer through an external port. After
passing into the instrument radiation is reflected at a parabalie mirror P M 2 and
lead through through two apertures. The first aperture is called the B-stop, it's size
determines the area of the beam that is measured. The B-stop is software controlled
and its maximum diameter is 20 mm. The second aperture is called the J- stop,
this apeture restricts the divergence of the measurement beam. The J-stop aperture is also software controlled and its maximum diameter is 12.5 mm. Together
the B-stop and J-stop de termine the solid angle of the radiation of the measurement
beam. During the experiments the size of both B-stop and J-stop is set to lOmm.
The size is set is large as possible to let much energy pas into the instrument. The
restrietion in size is determined by the total magnification of the opties and the
size of the opening in the blackbody. The size of the opening is 13mm and the
total magnification of the opties is -1.2. This gives B-stop and J-stop images of
12mm which is small enough to measure only radiation coming out of the opening
of the blackbody. How the magnification is determined is explained later on in this
section.
Radiation emitted by a souree is lead to the spectrometer with a combination of
parabalie and flat mirrors. The mirrors are placed in such a way that the image
of the B-stop caused by parabalie P Mblackbody is located just inside the blackbody.
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Also the B-stop image caused by P Mglassplate is loacated at the surface of the glass
plate. This is clone because at the B-stop image the measurement beam is the
smallest. A smaller B-stop image makes it possible to use larger aperture sizes.
Larger aperture sizes on their turn lead to more energy at the detector.
Furthermore, the total optica! path length from blackbody to detector is equal to
the total optica! path length from glass plate to detector. This way the the measured solid angles of radiation emitted by the glassplate and by the blackbody are
equal. So from now in on mirrors P Mblackbody and P Mglassplate are called P M1
To find a good position of the mirrors it is usefull to know that the object distances
between the apertures and P M 2 are fixed. So in placing the parts of the setup the
most important is the position of P M 1 . To find the J and B-stop images of the
parabolic mirrors the lens formula is used [3]
(4.2)
In this equation b is the image distance, v is the object distance and f is the focal
lengthof the mirror. The magnification M of the image with respect tot the object
is given by
b
M=--.
(4.3)
V

The magnification of a system of lenses or mirrors is equal to the product of the
individual magnifications and yields
(4.4)
Using equations (4.2) up to (4.4) two interesting quantities are calculated. The first
one being the total magnification of the B-stop as a function of the distance between
PM1 and the B-stop, see figure 4.7. It schould be noted that also PM2 is taken
into account, also with distance here the optica! path is meant. In other worcis this
figure shows what the size of the measurement point is for different positions of
P lVh. The second quantity of interest is the distance between B-stop image and
P M 1 as a function of P M 1 position. This image distance is equal to the distance
between P M 1 and the blackbody, see figure 4.8.
Looking at figure 4. 7 one can see that a big distance between B-stop and P M 1 leads
to a small magnification. A small magnification is preferred because larger aperture
sizes still have images that are smaller than the opening in the blackbody. Larger
aperture sizes on their turn are preferred because larger apertures let more energy
pass into the instrument. Figure 4.8 shows that the distance between the B-stop
image and P lVh decreases for increasing distance between B-stop and P M 1 . The
optica! distance between B-stop and P lVh restricted by the size of the opties table.
An optica! distance between B- stop and P M 1 upto 250 cm can be acchieved in
practice and 250cm will be used for the experiments. The distance between P M 1
and the blackbody is then 104 cm and the magnification - 1.2.
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Chapter 5

Method of validation
This chapter presents the experiments that are performed to validate te model. Two
different experiments are performed. In the first experiment blackbody radiation is
lead through a glassplate and measured by a spectrometer. Two glass plates with
different thicknesses are used. In the second experiment a glass plate is heated and
radiation coming from the plate is measured.

5.1
5.1.1

Transmission experiment
Blackbody temperature

For the choice of the black body temperature the speetral absorption coefficient of
glass at room temperature is investigated, see figure 5.1. To bring out the speetral
character of absorption in glass, the intensity peak is placed in the region where the
absorption coefficient of the glass varies the most. Figure 5.1 shows the speetral
absorption coefficient of glass at T = 20°C as a function of wavelength. One can see
that the absorption coefficient varies the most around À~ 2.7 ·10- 6 m. To calculate
the temperature of the black body according to this criterion equation (2.3), Wien's
displacement law is used. The speetral absorption coefficient shown in figure 5.1 is
measured in air therefore n = 1. With Àmax ,m = 2. 7 · 10- 6 m, the temperature of
the black body is T = 1074°0. The temperature of the glassplate itself is uniform
and equal to roomtemperature.

5.1.2

Glass plate thickness

A quantity of significant inftuence is the thickness of the glassplate. If the plate is
too thick, too little radiation will reach the detector. On the other hand if the plate
is too thin hardly any radiation will be absorbed. To choose a suitable thickness
we take a look at the results of the test simulations performed insection 3.3.4.
For À > 2. 7 · 10- 6 m the difference between the spectra of 8mm and 10mm is small.
One could say that the inftuence of the thickness on the spectrum is smaller for
greater thicknesses. Therefore, thin plates are more interesting for comparison with
the model. We have chosen two plates for the transmission experiment, a 4mm
thick plate and a 6mm thick plate.

5.1.3

Measuring method

In this experiment blackbody radiation is transmitted through a glassplate so no
glass sample is heated. The glassfurnace is not needed. As a consequence not all
33
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opties is used. Only the components in the optical path path from the reference
furnace to the FT-IR are used. In figure 4.1 this path is shown by the solid arrows.
The glassplate itself is placed against the frontside of the FT-IR. If we want to
collect a spectrum from the blackbody, needed for calibration, the plate is simply
removed.
After the blackbody has been heated up to approximately 1000°0 we set the variable
voltage sourees so that temperature differences over the blackbody and temperature
changes in time are minimized. Still in practice the temperature of the blackbody
will vary in time. The variation is between 0 - 1.0 :nfn . As a result also the
emitted intensity is not exactly steady. Therefore we measure the transmitted
radiation between two reference blackbody radiation measurements. This gives us
three signals, two refence signals Sb.Xl and Sb.x 2 and one signal for the transmitted
radiation s 9 .x. For the calculation of the t ransmitted speetral intensity we use
equation (4.1),

n

n

with
the mean blackbody temperature. To obtain
we perform temperature
measurements before and after the spectrum measurements. Each time using all
three thermocouples in the blackbody, shown in figure 4.4, giving three temperatures
nt, n2 and n3 . nnowis the mean of all 6 measured temperatures. At the same
moment we also measure the glass plate temperature. The measurements performed
in time order are

Results of the measurements described in this section are shown in section 6.1. In
the next section the properties of the simulation of the transmission experiment are
shown.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of boundary conditions used for the simulation of blackbody
radiation transmitted through a glass plate.

5.1.4

Transmission simulation

This section describes the simulation of the transmission experiment described in
the farmer chapter. We start with the boundary conditions. Figure 5.2 shows the
boundary conditions. Since the model can not simulate glass air interfaces, we use
opaque walls in the simulation instead. To simulate the incoming blackbody radiaton we use a black wall radiating directly into glass, E1 = 1. The temperature
of the blackbody used in the experiment is 1002°C therefore the black wall in the
simtdation has the same temperature, T 1 = 1002°C. A consequence is that the glass
will heat up after in the simulation while in the experiment the glasplate does not
heat up. Simulating a short time reduces this effect. If weusetend = 1 ·10- 6 s, the
medium does not heat up at all.
The other wall is also black and bas the same temperature as the medium, T2 =
Tm = 20°C, this way it will notheat up the medium. We only consider radiation
incoming perpendicular at the cold wall. Since the hot wall is black the intensity
emitted by the cold wall will not be refl.ected and will not affect the considered
radiation. The the side walls are symmetry walls, rr · VT = 0 and p3 = 1.
We use 50 wavelength bands. The distribution is as shown in figure 2.4. The elements used are triangular and linear. We use 10 elementsin the direction along the
plate and 20 elements in the direction perpendicular to the plate. The distribution
of elements is as shown in figure A. The geometry of the grid is square and the
width is 4mm for the 4mm thick glass plate and 6mm for the 6mm thick glass
plate. Finally, the number of ordinates used is 30.
Results of the simulation are described insection 6.1.

5. 2
5.2.1

Hot glass plate experiment
Glass plate

In the experiment described in the farmer section we transmit radiation through
a glassplate having uniform low temperature. The intensity emitted by the glass
plate itself is very small compared to the radiation transmitted. With the experiment described in this section we want to check if we are able to simulate glass
having temperature gradients.
In [3] an optical metbod to determine temperature profiles in hot glass melts is presented. This metbod is basedon intensity measurements. It is proven to be possible
to reconstruct a temperature distribution inside glass from measured intensities. In
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Figure 5.3: Cross section of glass plate located between two copper plates. T 9 1, T9 2
and T91 are thermocouples.

other words, radiation coming from hot glass can be a measure for the temperature
distribution inside the glass.
With this in mind, in an experiment to validate our model we want a high temperature glass sample with large temperature gradients. A logical setup would be
a cup of molten glass. But if we would use a cup of molten glass we would have
to measure tempearture profiles along all the walls. Also we would have to know
the speetral properties of the walls at the measured temperatures. This because we
have to determine the boundary conditions for the simtdation of the experiment.
Concluding, it would be convenient to have a one dimensional situation. In a one
dimensional situation we have temperature gradients only in one direction.
To create a one dimensional situation we choose a plate geometry. If the thickness
of the plate is small enough compared to the width and length, temperature effects
on the edges of the plate are of small influence on the temperature in the middle
of the plate. The glass plate we use bas a diameter of 100 mm and a thickness of
10 mm. The diameter is 10 times larger than the thickness and we assume that
this is enough to represent a one dimensional situation. Furthermore, temperature
gradients across the top and the bottorn of the glass plate should be kept as small
as possible to create a good one dimensional situation. To achieve this the glass
plate is placed between two copper plates, see figure 5.3. The copper plates have
high thermal conductivity. A high thermal conductivity leads to a fast energy distribution which reduces temperature gradients at the glass surface.
We use the glass furnace to heat up the glass. To create a temperature difference
between the bottorn and the top we place the plates all the way up in the furnace as depicted in figure 5.3. Actually the lower copper plate is just inside the
furnace, and the upper copper plate is just outside the furnace. The hot furnace
walls heat up the lower plate by radiation. The hot air in the furnace heats up the
lower copper plate by convection. The upper plate is able to transfer heat to it's
cold surroundings by radiation and convection. To rednee heat losses the cavity
surrounding the plates is insulated with ceramic wool. Also the bottorn of the furnace is closed using a thick layer of ceramic wool. The temperatures of the copper
surfaces that are into contact with glass are measured using thermocouples T 91 and
T92 . The thermocouples are placed 1mm underneath the surface instead of against
the glass surface. A thermocouple against the glass surface would make the copper
surface more rough. Also the temperature measurement would be less accurate,
because there would be direct radiative heat transfer between the thermocouple
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and the aposite wall, causing temperature differences between the glass surface and
the thermocouple. Since capper has an very high thermal conductivity, we assume
there is no difference in temperature at the capper surface and lmm beneath the
surface. The thermocouple of the lower plate is place in the middle, the thermo
couple of the top plate is placed just outside the middle as depicted in figure 5.3.
After a test experiment with the glassfurnace the measured temperature difference
over the glassplate was higher than expected, ~ 180°C. The existence of a thin
oxide layer on the capper surface formed the basis for a hypothesis. The hypothesis
was that the oxide layer introduces a thermal resistance which causes a temperature
difference between the glass surface and the capper plate. To see if this is true a
third thermocouple T 93 was installed. This thermocouple is into contact with the
glass surface itself. Measurements have proven that the temperature difference between T92 and T92 is about 2°C. Therefore the oxide layer is not the cause of the
large temperature difference.
Since it is inconvenient to completely melt the glass between two plates it is not
possible to determine a temperature profile in the glass plate by thermocouples.
Therefore we will use the speetral intensity emitted by the glassplate as a measure
for the temperature distribution inside the plate. To make the glass plate optically
accessible a opening is made in the upper capper plate. The speetral intensity emitted by the glass plate can be measured and compared to the simulated intensity.
The disadvantage of making a opening in the upper capper plate appears while
trying to simulate the experiment. Since there was not enough time, the model can
not simulate glass air interfaces yet.
To investigate the influence of the opening we consider two cases. The first being
the normal setup with upper capper plate without opening, and the second being
without upper capper plate. The second case is assumed to be camparabie to the
real setup at the location of the opening. Since it's very hard to estimate the difference in radiative heat transfer we campare the two cases by only taking into account
conductive and convective heat transfer. For the thermal conduction coefficient of
capper we use 348 mwK and for glass 1.3 mwK. For the convective heat transfer coefficient we use 5 m~K. For the temperature of the lower capper plate we use 750.0°C.
Withupper capper plate the calculated upper glass surface temperature is 718.2°C.
Without upper capper plate the temperature of the upper glass surface is 718.0°C.
According to this calculation the influence of the opening will be very small.

5.2.2

Measuring method

The experiment starts with heating up the glass furnace and the reference furnace.
The blackbody is heated up to approximately the same temperature as the highest
temperature of the glass plate, which is about 750°C. This temperature appears
at the lower glass surface. The upper surface temperature of the glass plate then
approximately is 550°C. Heating up the glass plate is clone with care to prevent
the plate from cracking due to thermal stresses. In practice it takes about 6 hours
to heat up. The temperature in the glass furnace approximately is 1000°C.
After temperature differences over the blackbody have been minimized, we start
measuring intensities. The procedure is as follows. First we measure blackbody
temperatures and glass plate temperatures. Then we measure the intensity of the
reference blackbody. Next the rotating mirror rotated for measuring glass plate
intensities and the glass plate intensity is measured. The rotating mirror is rotated back towards the blackbody and again we measure the intensity emitted by
the reference blackbody. Finally we again measure the blackbody and glass plate
temperatures. The locations of the thermocouples in the blackbody are shown in
figure 4.4, the glassplate thermocouples are shown in figure 5.3. Summarized, the
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of boundary conditions used for the hot glass plate simulation
quantities measured in time order are

The speetral intensities coming from the glassplate are calculated the same way as
explained insection 5.1.3. The results of this experiment are shown insection 6.2.
The mean of the T 91 at the beginning and at the end is used in the simulation
for T 1 , the lower wall temperature. And the mean of T 92 at the beginning and at
the end, for T 2 , the upper wall temperature. T 93 is measured by a thermocouple
that makes contact to the glass surface. This is clone to see if there is a difference
between measuring the temperature at the glass surface or just inside the copper
plate. The following section describes how this experiment is simulated.

5.2.3

Hot glass plate simulation

In this section the simulation of the hot glass plate experiment is descri bed. Figure
5.4 shows the boundary conditions used for the hot glass plate simulation. The temperatures of the lower and upper wall are set equal to the temperatures measured
in the experiment. T 1 = 750°C and T 2 = 569°C. For the emission coefficients we
use E1 = E2 = 0.6. This value taken from [1], is valid for fully oxidized copper in
a wavelength region between À = 2 · 10- 6 m and À = 4 · 10- 6 m. Furthermore we
assume fully diffuse reflection at the lower and upper wall. The the side walls are
symmetry walls, therefore they reflect specularly and r1 · VT = 0.
We use 50 wavelength bands. The distribution is as shown in figure 2.4. The elements used are triangular and linear. We use 10 elements in the direction along
the plate and 20 elements in the direction perpendicular to the plate. The distribution of elements is as shown in figure A. The geometry of the grid is square and
the width is equal to the thickness of the glass plate which is 10 mm. Finally the
number of ordinates used is 30.
The glassplate has reached a steady state during the measurement. This steady
state is simulated by using a heat capacity equal to zero.
The intensities i>. incoming perpendicular to the wallat the arrowin figure 5.4 will
be compared with the measured intensities. Results of this simulation are shown in
section 6.2

Chapter 6

Results
In this chapter results of measurements and simulations are discribed. In section
6.1 the results of the transmission experiment and simulation are given and compared. In section 6.2 the results of the hot glass plate experiment and simulation are
described. In section 6.4 differences between the speetral and non speetral model
are shown. This is clone by comparing simulated temperature profiles in a 50 mm
thick glass plate. In the last section of this chapter we eonentrate on differences between simulated temperature profiles in the 50 mm thick glass plate using different
numbers of wavelength bands.

6.1

Results of the transmission experiment and
simulation

This section discusses measurement and simulation results of blackbody radiation
transmitted through a glass plate. Properties of the experiment can be found in
section 5.1 and properties of the simulation insection 5.1.4.

6.1.1

Blackbody temperatures

Table 6.1 shows the temperatures measured during the transmission experiments
with the 6 mm thick and 4 mm thick glassplate. Temperatures are measured before
and after the intensity measurements, as explained in section 5.1.3 The mean of all
six temperatures, Tb is used for calculating the reference spectrum and used for the
temperature of the black wall in the simulation. The temperature variation over
the blackbody was 6°e during the 4 mm experiment and 4°e during the 6 mm
experiment. 6°e is 0.6 % of 1000°e, and is an acceptable temperature difference.

Table 6.1: blackbody thermocouple temperatures measured during transmission
experiment
Time

Glassplate
4.0 mm
4.0 mm
6.0 mm
6.0 mm

Ttcl

in

oe

Ttc2

1005
1006
999
1000

in

oe

999
1000
1004
1004
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Ttc3

in

oe

1000
1001
1003
1003

n in oe
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Figure 6.1: Speetral intensity of blackbody radiation transmitted through 4.0 mm
thick glass plate. The blackbody temperature is 1002°C
The blackbody temperature has also been checked with a pyrolaser. The pyrolaser
was nat used continuously because when all opties are in place it is nat possible to
aim the pyrolaser at the blackbody. Therefore directly after the last 6 mm measurement of which the results are shown in this sectionone mirror was removed and
the pyrolaser brought into place. The measured temperature was 1000°C. This is
2°C lower then
measured using the thermocouples.
The glass plate temperature is determined by measuring the environmental temperature near the glassplate. The temperature was 23°C for both experiments and
this value is used or the glass temperature in the simulations.

n

6.1.2

Transmitted intensities

Figure 6.1 shows the speetral intensities transmistted through the 4.0mm thick glass
plate as a function of wavelength. Results of bath simulation ans measurement are
given in the same graph. The shape of the graph can be explained as follows.
Befare the blackbody radiation enters the glassplate it has the Planck distribution.
While travelling through the plate intensity is absorbed. Since it concerns a glass
plate with uniform temperature we use equation (2.37) to estimate the transmitted
intensity.
iA (S) = i (Oh, e-a"s + (1 - e-a"s) ibÀ .
The ibA emitted in the glass itself is very small, ~ 0.3%, compared to the i (0) A,
the intensity emitted by the blackbody. This because the blackbody temperature
is 1002°C and the glass temperature is 23°C. If we completely neglect ib equation
(2.37) reduces to,
(6.1)
lt's obvious that the decrease of iA (S) is higher for bigger O'A. Starting at small
wavelengtbs and going to bigger wavelengths, we see that radiation is transmitted
good untill À = 2.5 · w- 6 m. Looking at O'A at 20°C in figure 5.1 we see that
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Figure 6.2: Speetral intensity of blackbody radiation transmitted through 6.0 mm
thick glass plate. The blackbody temperature is 1002°C
between À = 2.5 · 10- 6 m and À = 3 · 10- 6 m the absorption coefficient increases
from 40 to 450. Between À = 4.0 · 10- 6 m and 4.5 · 10- 6 m a.\ increases from
500 m - 1 upto 900 m - 1 , in this region the intensity drops to zero. Between these
two regions, we see that the intensity curve has two peaks. This corresponds toa.\
which does the opposite.
Figure 6.2 shows the speetral intensities transmitted through the 6 mm thick glass
plate. The explanation for the shape of the graph is analog to the 4 mm thick glass
plate. Overall the 6 mm thick glass plate transmits less radiation than the 4 mm
thick glass plate. We can check te difference in transmitted intensity using equation
(6.1). At À= 2 ·10- 6 m, a.\;::::; 20 m- 1 . Deviding the intensity transmitted through
6 mm thick glassplate by the intensity transmitted through the 4 mm thick glass
plate gives
e-20·6·10- 3
---::c:-:---,--:---,;e-20·4·10- 3

= 0 96
0

Deviding the intensities of the simulation gives 94% and of the measurement gives
95%. Concluding one could say that the results of both the measurement and simulation at this wavelengthare good.
If we compare the simulations to the measurements we can see that there are differences between the measured and simulated intensities. In the wavelength range
from À = 0 m to À = 2.7 · 10- 6 m differences are very small. For the 4 mm plate
differences are smaller than 1% For the 6 mm plate differences are smaller than 2%
In the wavelength range from À = 2.7 m to À = 4 · 10- 6 m differences are larger.
For the 4 mm thick glass plate the difference is smaller than ;::::; 10% this seems
much but in this wavelength range the intensities are low. The maximum intensity difference is ;::::; 3 · 108 m 2
sr For the 6 mm thick glass plate the difference in
this range is smaller than 40% again this seems much but here the intensities are
very small. In this wavelength range the transmitted intensities are smaller than
;::::; 6% of the maximum transmitted intensity. The maximum intensity difference is

%
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Table 6.2: Blackbody thermocouple temperatures measured during hot glass plate
experiment
Time

Ttcl

in

oe

Ttc2

739
741

before
aft er

in

oe

Ttc3

737
739

in

oe

in

Tb

733
735

oe

737

Table 6.3: Glass plate thermocouple temperatures measured during one hot glass
plate experiment
Time
before
aft er
mean

T 91

in

754
757
756

oe

T 92

in

569
571
570

oe

T 93

in

oe

571
572
572

5 · 108 m 2 w
. One can conclude that the model is very accurate in the wavem sr
length range from À = 0 m to À = 2. 7 · w- 6 m wile in the wavelength range from
6
À = 2.7 m to À = 4 · w- m differences between the model and measurements are
larger.
>:::::

6.2

Results of the hot glass plate experiment and
simulation

This section discusses the results of the measurement and simulation of the hot
glass plate experiment. The properties of the experiment can be found in section
5.2 and the properties of the simtdation in section 5.2.3. We start with showing an
overview of the measured temperatures.

6.2.1

Blackbody and glass plate temperatures

Table 6.2 shows the blackbody thermocouple temperatures measured during the
experiment. The mean blackbody temperature Tb is the mean temperature of all
six blackbody temperatures. This temperature is used to calculate the reference
speetral intensity as explained insection 5.1.3. The temperature difference over the
blackbody is about 6°e.
Table 6.3 shows the glass plate thermocouple temperatures measured during the
experiment. The mean of T 91 before and after measuring the intensities is used
for T 1 , the lower wall temperature in the simulation. And the mean of T 9 2 before
and after measuring the intensities is used for T 2 , the upper wall temperature in
the simulation. The mean temperature difference between the bottorn and top
of the glassplate is 186°e. The difference between thermocouples T 92 and T 93 is
about 2°e. So the temperature measured just inside the copper plateis allmost the
same as the temperature measured at the glass surface. It is interesting that the
temperature difference between the two thermocouples is small. We suggested that
a thermocouple at the glass surface would "see" the opposite hot wall and therefore
heat up more. Evidently the thermocouple has almost the same temperature. A
cause for this could be that since the thermocouple fits tight in the copper plate
there is good heat transfer between the thermocouple and the copper plate. And
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Figure 6.3: Speetral intensity coming from 10.0 mm thick glassplate with temperature gradient. Bottom T = 756°C and top T = 569°C
even though the tip of the couple does not make contact to the copper, it wil! get
the same temperature as the copper.
In the following section we wil! discuss the state of the glass plate and copper plates
after the experiment.

6.2.2

Emitted intensities

In this section we discuss the speetral intensities emitted by the hot glassplate.
Figure 6.3 shows the simulated and measured speetral intensities as a funetion of
wavelength. To explain the graph we again look at the speetral distribution of the
absorption coefficient shown in figure 5.1.
Let us look at the glassplate from the same point of view as the detector. We can
see through the glassplate as long as the absorption coeffiecient is not too high. So if
the absorption coefficient is low we see the hot lower copper plate and all radiation
emitted by the glass volume above it. If the absorption coefficient is high we only
see the low temperature upper glass surface. So the deeper we see into the glass,
the higher the intensities wil! be.
Looking at the graph and starting at small wavelengths and going to bigger wavelengths we see that both curves rise steadily just like Planck curve does. Somehwere
around À= 2.7 · 10- 6 m the absorption coefficient increseases drastically, radiation
emitted by the high temperature lower glass and copper is absorbed and we only
see the upper glass, therefore the intesity drops. From this point the absorption
coefficient decreases and increases again, therefore the intensity does the opposite.
There is also another phenomenon which worksalong with the other effect. When
the absorption coefficient increases the glass is more able to emit radiation. According to this, the intensity should increase with increasing absorption coefficient.
Evidently this effect is less strong than the other effect where o: is small. When o:
is big, its not possible to see through the glass very far, but glassitself is more able
to emit. Though radiation is emitted more efficiently intensities wil! be relatively
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low because the material is relatively cold.
Furthermore we see that from À = 1.0 · 10- 6 m to À = 2. 7 · 10- 6 m the simulated
intensities are higher than the measured intensities. The difference also increases
steadily till À = 2.5 · 10- 6 m. The difference at À = 2.5 · 10- 6 m is ~ 3 · 10 8 m 2 ~ sr
which is~ 10%. At À= 2.7 ·10- 6 m where the absorption coefficient increases, the
simulated intensity is lower than the measured intensity. From À = 3.0 · 10- 6 m til
À = 3.5 . 10- 6 m the difference is steady here the difference is ~ 3 . 10 8 m2 ~ sr.
which is ~ 10%. From À = 3.5 · 10- 6 m to À = 4.0 · 10- 6 m increases again. Here
the difference is ~ 4.5 · 108 m 2 wm sr which is ~ 20%.
To find causes for these differences we use the theory explained above. Radiation in
the region from À = 1.0 ·10- 6 m till À = 2.5 ·10- 6 mis emitted by the lower walland
the surrounding glass. Here differences between the simulation and measurement
could have been caused by the temperature of the lower glass surface and the wall
emission coefficient. As far as the temperature of the lower glass surface goes the
measurement has been accurate. There has been good contact between the glass
and copper plate since the glass was melted. About the wall emission coefficient we
are less certain. Especially after inspeetion of the copper surface after cooling down,
described insection 6.2.3. It seems that the reddish spot in the middle was not fully
oxidized, while the emission coefficient used in the simulation is a value for fully
oxidized copper. Therefore in the next section we perform a sensitivity analysis for
the wall emission coefficient. This way we can investigate what differences in wall
emission coefficient coud have caused the intensity difference we see.
Radiation in the region from À = 3.0 · 10- 6 m till À = 4.0 · 10- 6 m is emittetd
by glass near the upper glass surface. Here intensity differences could have been
caused by a difference in temperature near the upper glass surface. A temperature
difference could have been introduced by the opening in the copper plate. In section
5.2.1 we have made an estimation of this difference using a heat resistance model.
According to this model the influence of the opening is small. But this model does
not incorporate heat transfer by radiation.
According to the intensity difference, the temperature of the glass surface at the
opening was higher than the temperature of the glass surface under the copper plate.
Insection 6.3 we investigate what temperature difference could cause the difference
in intensity. Also we will estimate if this temperature difference is reasonable. Concluding one could say that the general shape of the simulated and measured intensity
curves is conform but still intensity differences are of considerable size.

6.2.3

Glass plate and copper plates after cooling down

After the experiments had been clone the reference and glass furnace were turned
off and everything has cooled down in a natural way. Figure 6.4 shows a photgraph
of the lower copper plate. The plateis covered with an oxide layer. The oxide layer
of the copper plates has a less dark color at places where it made contact with the
glass plate. We also see a circular reddish spot exactly beneath the place where the
opneing in the upper plate was located. The spot has the same size as the opening
in the upper plate and is coverd with a thin layer of glass. This proves that the
glass has melted.
The glassplate, shown in figure 6.5, is covered with copper oxide which is firmly
attached. In the middle of the glass plate the bit of glass attached on the copper
surface is missing. Also the glassplate is cracked.
The upper copper plate is also covered with an oxide layer, at the contact surface
the layer was powrderish and black everywhere else the oxide layer was grey. Also
here the glas has not melted.
In the simulation we assume that the walls have a uniform emission coefficient. For
the upper copper plate this could be the case. For the lower this possibly is not
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Figure 6.4: Lower copper plate after cooling down.

Figure 6.5: Glassplate after cooling down.
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Figure 6.6 : Influence of wall emission coefficient on speetral intensity coming from
10.0 mm thick glassplate with temperature gradient. Bottom T = 756°C and top
T = 569°C

the case according to the visual inspection. The consequence is that this would
introduce a difference between the experiment and the simulation. The following
section shows the simulated and measured speetral intensities.

6.3
6.3.1

Sensitivity analysis
Emission coefficient

In this section we investigate the influence of the lower wall emission coefficient
on the intensity emitted by the hot glassplate. The boundary conditions of the
simulations are as explained insection 5.2.3 , only E 1 is varied. The values of E1 are
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and l.O. Figure 6.6 shows the results.
One can see that E1 does not influence radition coming from the glass plate having
wavelengtbs of À= 2.7·10- 6 mand higher. From À= 1.0·10- 6 m till À= 2.7·10- 6 m
we see that a bigger E gives higher intensities. With E = 1 we clearly see a small
dip in intensity at À = 2.3 · 10- 6 m. This dip is caused by a slight peak in a. For
smaller values of E the dip becomes less clear. At À = 2.0 · 10- 6 m the increase of E
from 0.6 to 1.0 leads to an increase of intensity of 22%. The intensities for E = 0.4
and higher have higher intensities than the measurement. For E = 0.2 we get lower
intensities than the measurement. A value between 0.2 and 0.4 would give the same
intensities. [1] shows E = 0.05 for polished copper. We have used E>. = 0.6 for fully
oxidized capper as value for the mean emission coefficient. So a value between 0.2
and 0.4 for the emission coefficient at the red spot of the capper plate could be a
realistic value. Concluding we say that the intensities are sensitive for variations in
lower wall emission coefficient. Besides, a deviation of E1 could be a plausible cause
for the difference in measured and simulated intensities.
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Figure 6.7: Influence of upper glass surface temperature on the speetral intensity
coming from 10.0 mm thick glassplate with temperature gradient. Bottom T =
756°0 and topT= 569°0, T = 589°0, T = 609°0.

6.3.2

Glass surface temperature

In this section we investigate the influence of the up per glass surface temper at ure on
the intensity emitted by the hot glassplate. We have seen that the intensity difference between simuation and measurement at À = 3.0·10- 6 mis about 3·10 8 m 2 sr.
Now we estimate the real glass surface temperatue using this intensity difference,
using (2.2) . The intensity emitted by a blackbody of 569°0 at À = 3.0 · 10- 6 m
is 1.65 · 109 m 2 sr . To this intensity we add the intensity difference between
simulation and measurement this gives 1.95 · 109 m 2 sr. To emit this intensity
the blackbody temperature should be 594°0. This means that using the intensity
difference between measurement and simulation we estimate that the difference between the temperature under the copper plate and the temperature at the opening
was about 25°0. Therefore we will vary the upper glass plate temperature, T2, in
this temperature range.
The boundary conditions of the simulations are as explained in section 5.2.3 only
the T2 is varied. 569°0 is the temperature measured in the experiment, each new
simulation 20°0 is added. Figure 6.7 shows the results.
In contrast with the emission coeficient of the lower wall, the temperature of the
upper glass plate surface influences the intensities throughout the whole wavelength range. Although the difference is bigger for wavelengtbs greater then À =
2.7·10- 6 m. This is not so strange since for wavelengtbs smaller then À= 2.7·10- 6 m
we particularly see radiation emitted by the lower copper wall and the surrounding
glass.
At À = 3 · 10- 6 m the simulations with surface temperatures T = 569°0 and
T = 589°0 give a lower intensity than the measurement. The simulation with a
surface temperature of T = 609°0 gives a higher intensity than the measurement.
An estimation of the upper glass surface temperature at the opening during the
measurement is a temperature somewhere between 589 and 609°0. This gives a
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Figure 6.8: Boundary conditions of speetral and non-speetral simulations of hot
glass plate with different wall temperatures.
difference between the glass surface temperature under the copper plate of about
30°C.
At À = 4 · w- 6 m all simulations give lower intensities than the measurement. Also
between À = 2. 7 . w- 6 m and À = 4 . w- 6 m the measured intensity distri bution
is flatter than the simulated ones. Since varying the upper glass plate temperature
does not change the shape of the graph much we expect this difference has another
cause. A plausible difference could be the a.x. We have used a.x at 1000°C for the
simulations while the glass temperature was between 569°C and 756°C . Figure 5.1
shows a.x at 20°C and 1000°C differences between these two distributions have considerable size. Therefore we expect that an a.x distribution at : : : : 650°C is different
from the one we have used.

6.4

Speetral versus non-speetral

In this section we show differences between temperature profiles simulated by the
speetral and non-speetral model. We simulate a glass plate with a temperature
gradient along the thickness of the plate.
To choose a suitable glass plate thickness we have simulated glass plates with different thicknesses using 50 wavelength bands. The thicknesses were 10 mm, 30 mm
and 50 mm. Pure conductive heat transfer shows a linear temperature profile in
steady state. The profile tencis to get curved under influence of radiative heat
transfer. We have chosen the 50 mm thick plate because it had the most curved
temperature profile in steady state. We expect this plate therefore to show the
biggest differences between speetral and non-speetral modelling.
Figure 6.8 shows the boundary conditions of the simulation. The wall temperatures are T1 = 1000°C and T2 = 1200°C. The upper and lower walls are black,
~: 1 = 1:2 = 1. Both side walls are symmetry walls for radiation and conduction,
!! · \JT = 0, p.x = 1 a. nd the wall reflects specularly. We use 50 wavelength bands.
The distribution is as shown in figure 2.4. The elements used are triangular and
linear. We use 10 elements in the direction along the plate and 20 elements in the
direction perpendicular to the plate. The distribution of elements is as shown in
figure A. The geometry of the grid is square and the width is 50 mm. Finally the
number of ordinates used is 30.
For the non-speetral simulations we use two different methods for choosing a mean
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a value. The first metbod is basedon Wien's displacement law. The law is shown
in equation (2.3). The speetral intensity of a radiating blackbody has one maximum
value. The wavelength of this maximum depends on the blackbody temperature.
Wien's displacement law is used to calculate the wavelengthof the maximum. We
calculate this wavelength and use the value of G>. at this wavelength as aw . One
difficulty is the temperature, we need to choose a medium temperature. In this
simulation the temperature will vary between 1000°C and 1200°C. We choose a
medium temperature of 1100°C. Since the a>. distribution is measured in air we
use n = 1. The wavelength of peak emission is 2.1 · w- 6 m. Here G>. = 22 m- 1 .
Therefore aw = 22 m- 1
In the second metbod we calculate the Planck mean absorption coeficient. The
Planck mean absorption coefficient is the mean of the speetral coefficient weighted
by the blackbody emission spectrum

(6.2)

Again we choose a mean medium temperature of 1100°C. Furthermore we do
not have values for G>. throughout the whole wavelength range, in section 2.3.2
we explain how we add two bands at the beginning and end of the spectrum to
complete the spectrum. These two bands are also incorporated here to calculate
ap. Calculation of ap as described gives ap = 335 m- 1 . Note that the value of
ap is much higher than the value of aw. The results of the simulation using th
speetral model and the non- speetral model are compared in the next two sections.
In the first section we describe temperature profiles at steady temperature state.
In the second section we describe temperature profiles during heating up the plate.
The profiles are shown after 20s.

6.4.1

Steady state

In the former section we have introduced a simulation of heat transfer through a
50 mm thick glass plate. Both the the speetral and non-speetral model are used.
Figure 6.9 shows simulated temperature profiles of the glass plate along the thickness of the glass plate.
The plate is in steady temperature state. The horizontal axis is the position along
the direction perpendicular to the plate in m and the vertical axis is the temperature of the plate in °C. The figure shows three temperature profiles, one simulated
by the speetral model, one simulated by the non-speetral model using aw, and one
simulated by the non-speetral model using ap.
A position of 0 m corresponds with the bottorn of the glass plate. A position of
0.05 m corresponds with the top of the glass plate. All profiles start a the bottorn with a temperature of 1200°C which is equal to the prescribed temperature.
Moving upward to the top of the plate all profiles show a continuous decrease in
temperature. At the top of the plate the temperature is 1000°C which is equal to
the prescibed temperature.
The lower half of the plate corresponds with positions between 0 m and 0.025 m .
In this region the simulation using aw gives the lowest temperature profile. The
simulation using ap gives the highest temperature profile. The profile of the spectral simulation lies between the other two profiles. The largest ditierences emerge
in the region from 0.005 m to 0.01 m. The difference between the ap profile and
the speetral is approximately the same as the difference between the aw profile and
the speetral profile. The largest difference is ~ 10°C. Before we can calculate the
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Figure 6.9: Results of speetral and non-speetral simulated temperature profiles.
Hot glassplate with temperature gradient at steady state. Bottom T = 1200°0, top
T = 1000°0.
difference in percentage we have to take a reference temperature difference to campare with. We choose the temperature difference between the top and the bottorn
of the plate as the reference temperature difference. This temperature difference
is equal to 200°0. For an example we caluculate the largest difference described
above in percentage. The position is approximately 0.0075 m here the temperature
difference between the speetral profile and the other profiles is~ 10°0. This gives a
difference in percentage of~ 5%. The largest difference between both non-speetral
simulations is ~ 20°0 which is ~ 10%. The upper half of the plate corresponds
with positions between 0.025 m and 0.05 m. In this region the simulation using
aw gives the highest temperature profile. The simulation using ap gives the lowest
temperature profile. The profile of the speetral simulation again lies between the
other two profiles. The largest difference between the ap profile and the speetral
profile is ~ 10°0 which is ~ 5% The position of this difference is ~ 0.042 m. The
largest difference between the aw profile and the speetral profile is ~ 15°0 which
is ~ 7.5%. Finally the largest difference between both non- speetral simulations is
~ 25°0 which is ~ 12.5%.
The shape of the graphs can be explained as follows. Radiation is a non linear temperature effect. Heat transfer with only conduction would give a linear temperature
profile in steady state. If also radiative heat transfer is possible the profile becomes
curved. Compared with a linear temparture profile, glass near the high temperature
wall is cooler and glass near the low tempearture wall is warmer. This is not strange
if we bear in mind the fact that warm objects emit more radiation than cold objects.
Therefore, if we would start from a linear profile and turn on radiation the warm
glass emits more radiation than it receives and therefore tends to cool down. The
cold glass on the contrary receives more radiation than it emits and therefore tends
to warm up. The ap profile shows the least radiative heat transfer, the shape is
the most linear. This seems logica! since ap = 335 m - 1 and the medium is almost
opaque. The aw profile shows the most radiative heat transfer, the shape is the
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Figure 6.10: Results of simulations using 3, 5 and 25 bands. Glassplate in steady
temperature state. T1 = 1200°C and T2 = 1000°C.
most curved. This can be declared by the low value of aw, aw = 22 m -l. The
speetral profile lies between the other two curves since it combines both the opaque
and transparent character of the glass.
Concluding one could say that there are differences between speetral and nonspeetral modelling. We have tried to find a situation for which radiative heat
transfer is relatively important.
For this particular example temperature differences between the speetral and non
speetral model are 15°C at most. This is 7.5% of the total temperature difference
over the plate. If the temperature needs to be more accurate, the speetral model
is reccomended. The choice of a in the non-speetral model is important. Differences between simulations using ap and aw are at most 25°C which is 12.5%.
Using many wavelength bands results in long computational times. lt is therefore
preferred to have good results using a small number of bands. To investigate the
influence of the number of wavelength bands on the simulated temperature profiles
we perform the same simulation as described in this section but now using only
the speetral model with different number of bands. The numbers are 3, 5, and 25.
The distribution of bands is as described in section 2.3.2. We always use one band
before the measured region and one band after the measured region. The remaioder
of bands are distributed in the measured region. In this region all bands have the
same size.
Figure 6.10 shows the temperature as a function of position. lt can be seen that
using 3 bands already results in a temperature profile which is almost the same as
the temperature profile simulated using 25 bands.

6.4.2

Transient

In this section we describe temperature profiles that are simulated for the 50mm
thick glass plate during heating up. Figure 6.11 shows the results. Again the
figure shows three temperature profiles, one simulated by the speetral model, one
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Figure 6.11 : Results of speetral and non-speetral simulated temperature profiles.
Glassplate heating up from below. At t = 0, T1 = 1200°C, T 2 = 1000°C, and
Tm = 1000°C. The temperature profiles are at t = 20s .

simulated by the non-speetral model using aw , and one simulated by the nonspeetral model using ap.
A position of Om corresponds with the bottorn of the glass plate. A position of
0.05m corresponds with the top of the glass plate. The temperature of the bottom,
T1 = 1200°C and the temperature of the top, T 2 = 1000°C. All profiles show
a continuous decrease in temperature from bottorn to top. In the region 0 m to
0.012 m differences between the speetral and non-speetral models are small. Also
the difference between the speetral profile and the ap profile are approximately the
same as the differences between the speetral profile and the aw profile. T he biggest
difference is found at 0.006m and is : : : : 9°C which is : : : : 4.5%. This percentage is
calculated as explained in the former section. In the region 0.012 m to 0.05 m
differences between the speetral and non-speetral models are larger. The largest
difference between the speetral profile and the ap profile is : : : : 13°C and : : : : 6.5%.
T he largest difference between the speetral profile and the aw profile is : : : : 7°C
and : : : : 3.5%. Finally the largest difference between both non-speetral simulations
is : : : : 24°C which is : : : : 12%.
To explain the difference in the shape of the curves we go back to the former section.
T here we have seen that the ap profile was the most linear temperature profile. The
explanation for this was that the using ap the medium is almost opaque and there is
relatively less radiative heat transfer than in the other simulations. Compared with
the ap profile, the other profiles show that glass near the high temperature wall is
cooler and glass near the low tempearture wall is warmer. Again this can be declared
with fact that warm objects emit more radiation than cold objects. Therefore, if
we would start from the ap profile and turn on radiation the warm glass emits
more radiation than it receives and therefore tends to cool down. The cold glass
on the contrary receives more radiation than it emits and therefore tends to warm
up. Also for this transient situation there are differences between the temperature
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Figure 6.12: Results of simulations using 1, 3, 5 and 25 bands. Glassplate heating
up from below. At t = 0, T 1 = 1200°C, T2 = 1000°C, and Tm = 1000°C. The
temperature profiles are at t = 20s.
profile of the speetral and no-spectra! model. For this particular example the largest
temperature difference between the speetral and non speetral model is 13°C, this
is 6.5% of the total temperature difference over the plate. If the temperature needs
to be more accurate, the speetral model is reccomended. Furthermore the choice
of a in the non-speetral model is again important. Differences between simulations
using ap and aw are at most 23°C, which is 11.5%. Again to investigate the
inftuence of the number of wavelength bands on the simulated temperature profiles
we perform the same simulation as described in this section but now using only the
speetral model with three different number of bands. The numbers are 3, 5, and 25.
The distribution of bands is as described in section 2.3.2. We always use one band
before the measured region and one band after the measured region. The remaioder
of bands are distributed in the measured region. In this region all bands have the
same size.
Figure 6.12 shows the temperature as a function of position at t = 20s. For postions
0 m to 0.013 m the largest difference between the 3 bands profile and the 25 bands
profile is 10°C which is 5% and the largest difference between the 5 bands profile
and the 25 bands profile is 6°C which is 3%. For postions 0.013 m to 0.05 m the
largest difference between the 3 bands profile and the 25 bands profile is 8°C which
is 4% and the largest difference between the 5 bands profile and the 25 bands profile
is 2°C which is 1%.
Concluding we can say that for this problem a simulation using 5 bands already
gives a very accurate temperature profile.

Chapter 7

Conclusions and
recommendations
7.1

Conclusions

In this research a speetral radiation model has been developped using an existing
non-speetral radiation model. The wavelength spectrum has been discretized using
wavelength bands. The following summarizes the most important adaptions that
have been made.
The equation of radiative heat transfer is solved for every wavelength band. Black
blackbody intensities are calculated for every band using blackbody fractions. And
the radiative heat flux vector in the energy equation contains integrals over wavelength. Several test simulations are performed to choose suitable numbers of wavelength bands, ordinates and elements to use throughout the rest of the study.
The model has been compared to an analytica! solution for the case of intensity
emitted by glass plates with uniform temperatures. There are slight differences between the intensities at wavelengtbs the largest differences occur at >. = 1.2 · 10- 6 m
where the intensities are small, 7% of maximum intensity. Differences are smaller
than 10%. The model is very accurate throughout most of the considered wavelength range.
Two different experiments have been clone to validate the model. In the first experiment blackbody radiation is transmitted through a glass plate and measured
with a spectrometer. A4 mm thick and a 6 mm thick glass plate are used. In the
wavelength range from >. = 0 m to >. = 2.7 · 10- 6 m the model is very accurate. For
the 4 mm plate differences are smaller than 1%. For the 6 mm plate differences are
smaller than 2%.
In the second experiment intensities emitted by a glass plate with a high temperature gradient in the direction perpendicular to the plate are measured. The glass
pate was placed between two copper plates. The temperature of the top of the glass
plate was 756°C, the temperature of the bottorn of the glass plate was 570°C. The
temperature difference between the top and the bottorn of the plate was 186°C.
The maximum difference between measured and simulated intensities is 20% of the
total temperature difference. Sensitivity analyis has shown that deviations in emission coefficient of the lower copper plate and disturbance of the upper glass plate
temperature due to the opening in the upper copper plate are plausible causes for
the differences between simulation and measurement.
Simulated temperature profiles have shown differences between speetral and nonapectral modelling. The simulated problem is a 50 mm thick glass plate with a
temperature gradient along the thickness of the plate. Two different mean values
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of the absorption coeffi.cient, o:w and o:p are tested. Transient and steady state
simulations are performed.
For both the transient and steady-state simulations maximum temperature differences between the speetral and non-speetral model is 7.5% of the total temperature
difference over the plate. The choice of o: in the non-speetral model is important.
The maximum difference between simulations using o:p and o:w is 12% for the
steady state simulation and and 11.5% for the transient simulation. For this particular example, if an accuracy of at least 7.5% of the total temperature difference is
required speetral modeHing is necessary. Finally we add that a simulation using 5
bands already gives a very accurate temperature profile for the steady state problem
as well as the transient problem.

7.2

Recommendations

The model described in this study is suitable for simulating heat transfer in glass
with opaque boundaries. However in practice often a part of the glass surface is
into contact with air. To simulate these situations properly the model neecis to he
extended for simulating glass/air interfaces. Or more general; interfaces between
two transparent media. It should be noted that this holcis for the speetral model as
well as for the non-speetral model. Section 2.4.3 describes the behavour of radiation
at interfaces. Briefly summarized the following occurs. Radiation incoming at the
interface with an angle smaller than Bmax can be transmitted. The transmitted part
of this radiation is (1- p>,), the reflected part is pÀ. This reflected part comes back
into the medium just as with opaque walls. Radiation having an angle larger than
Bmax is fully reflected specularly back into the medium. If the surrounding medium
is much cooler than the glass radiation that enters the glass can be neglected. However if there is a media or an object that is able to radiate into the glass through
the interface, this also needs to be incorporated.
If the model would have been extended for simulating radiation crossing interfaces
it would he interesting to perform a new hot glass plate experiment. Since it was
only possible to simulate opaque walls the glass plate was placed between two copper plates. To make the glassplate optically accessible an opening was made in
the upper plate. This opening most likely introduced temperature differences along
upper surface of the glass plate. In the new experiment the upper copper plate
could be completely removed causing the temperature of the glass surface to be
more uniform. Probably this would also result in a more uniform lower copper
plate surface and emission coeffi.cient. Also it would be recommended to measure
this emission coefficient as a function of wavelengthand use it in the model. Using
speetral emission coeffi.cients is already made possible in this research. However it
has not been tested yet.
All simulations in this research have been clone using absorption coeffi.cient data
of clear float glass. It is recommended to perform some simulations to show what
would be the differences between speetral and non-speetral modelling for other glass
types like TV screen glass and colored glass.
Finally, in this research using 5 bands gives accurate temperature profiles. Using 3
bands is less accurate. Though it is recommended to perform some test simulations
with 3 bands using a more convenient way of distributing the bands. A recommended distribution for clear float glass is as follows.
Bandl: À= 0.0 · 10- 6 m to À= 2.7 · 10- 6 m, o:;:::;; 20 m- 1 .
Band2: À= 2.7 ·10- 6 m, to À= 4.0 ·10- 6 m, o:;:::;; 300 m- 1 .
Band3: À= 4.0 · 10- 6 m, to À= 70 · 10- 6 m, o:;:::;; 900 m- 1 .
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Appendix A

Mesh
Figure A shows the distribution of elements used throughout the study. The mesh
is square and consists of triangular linear elements. The number of elements in
the horizontal direction is 10 and the number of elements in the vertical direction
is 20. All simulations in the study concern plates. The direction along the plate
corresponds with the horizontal direction in the figure. The mesh is always square
and the lengtbs of the sicles are equal to the thickness of the plate.
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Figure A.l: Mesh used for simulations.
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SCALEY =
2.500E3

Summary
This research can be devided into three main parts. The first part is the development of a speetral radiation model based on a existing non-speetral model. The
second part concerns a suitable experiment to validate the model. In the third part
the benefit of speetral modeHing is demonstrated.
In the speetral model wavelength bands are used to discretize the wavelength spectrum. Measurement data of the speetral absorption coefficient of clear float glass
is used for the distribution of the bands. At this moment the model can only
simulate media surrounded by opaque walls. Emitted radiation is calculated using
blackbody fractions. The equation of radiative heat transfer is solved for every
wavelength band. Furthermore, the radiative heat flux vector in the energy equation contains integrals of the intensities over wavelength.
lntensities emitted by a glass plate with uniform temperature are simulated and
calculated analytically. Different glass plate thicknesses are tested. Differences between the results of the simulations and analytica! solutions are small.
Two different experiments are performed to validate the model. In the first experiment blackbody radiation is transmitted through a glass plate and measured by a
spectrometer. In this experiment a 4 mm and a 6 mm thick glass plate are used.
The temperature of the blackbody is 1002°C.
Radiation that crosses a glass/air interface undergoes a change in intensity and
wavelength. To compare simulated and measured intensities these changes are applied to simulated radiation. In the wavelength range from À = 0.0 · 10- 6 m to
À = 2.7 · 10- 6 m The differences between the simulated and measured intensities
are smaller than 2%. For larger wavelengths differences are larger.
In the second experiment a glass plate is heated upto high temperatures and emitted intensities are measured. Furthermore, a temperature difference between the
top and the bottorn of the plate is applied. To create a 1 dimensional situation
the glass plate is placed between two copper plates. The upper copper plate has
an opening to make it optically accessible. Differences between measured and simulated intensities are of considerable size. The maximum difference is 20 %. A
sensitivity analysis has shown two plausible causes for these differences. The first
possible cause is a distubanee of the uniform glass surface temperature due to the
opening in the upper copper plate. And the second possible cause is a difference in
the emission coefficient of the lower copper plate.
Simulated temperature profiles are used to demonstrate differences between spectral an non-speetral modelling. The simulated problem is a 50 mm thick glass
plate with a temperature difference of 200°C between the top and bottorn of the
plate. The maximum difference in the results of the two modelsis 7.5% of the total
temperature difference over the plate. Furthermore, the choice of the absorption
coefficient in the non-speetral model is of great influence on the simulated temperature profiles.
Finally, simulations using only 5 wavelength bands already give accurate temperature profiles.
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Samenvatting
In dit onderzoek staan drie onderdelen centraal. Het eerste onderdeel is het ontwikkelen van een spectraal stralingsmodel dat is gebaseerd op een bestaand niet
spectraal stralingsmodel. Het tweede onderdeel is het ontwerpen en uitvoeren van
een geschikt experiment om het model te valideren. Het derde onderdeel is het
demonstreren van de toegevoegde waarde van spectrale stralings modellering.
Het spectrale model maakt gebruik van golflengte banden voor de disctretisatie
van het golflengte spectrum. Voor de verdeling van deze banden wordt gebruik
gemaakt van de absorptiecoefficiënt van venster glas. Het model is op dit moment
alleen geschikt voor simulaties met ondoorzichtige wanden. Geëmiteerde straling
wordt berekent met behulp van black body fractions. De vergelijking voor stralings
transport wordt voor iedere band opgelost. En de stralingsterm in de energievergelijking bevat integralen van de intensiteiten over de golflengtes.
Resultaten van simualties worden vergeleken met een analytische oplossingen. Hierbij gaat het het om de spectrale emissie van een glasplaat met uniforme temperatuur. Verschillende plaat diktes worden beschouwd. De analytische oplossingen en
de resultaten van het model komen goed overeen.
Er worden twee verschillende experimenten uitgevoerd om het model te valideren.
In het eerste experiment is straling, uitgezonden door een zwarte straler, door een
glasplaat geleid en vervolgens gemeten met een spectrometer. Voor dit experiment
worden een glasplaat van 4 mm dik en van 6 mm dik gebruikt. De temperatuur van
de zwarte straler is 1002°C. Straling die een overgang van glas naar lucht maakt,
ondergaat veranderingen in intensiteit en in golflengte. Om gesimuleerde spectrale
intensiteiten te kunnen vergelijken met gemeten spectrale intensiteiten worden deze
veranderingen toegepast op de straling die met het model wordt gesimuleerd. In het
golflengte gebied van À = 0.0 · 10- 6 m tot À = 2. 7 · 10- 6 m zijn de verschillen tussen
de gesimuleerde en gemeten intensiteiten kleiner dan 2%. Voor grotere golflengtes
zijn de verschillen tussen de gesimuleerde en gemeten intensiteiten groter.
In het tweede experiment wordt een glasplaat verwarmd en worden de uitgestraalde
intensiteiten gemeten. Bovendien is een temperatuurverschil aangelegd tussen de
bovenkant en onderkant van de plaat. Om een 1 dimensionale situatie te verkrijgen
wordt de plaat tussen 2 koperplaten geplaatst met een opening in de bovenste plaat
voor optische toegankelijkheid. Er zijn redelijke verschillen tussen de gemeten en
gesimuleerde intesiteiten. Verschillen zijn maximaal 20 %. Uit een gevoeligheicisanalyse zijn twee mogelijke oorzaken voor de afwijkingen naar boven gekomen. De
eerste mogelijke oorzaak is een verstoring van de oppervlakte temperatuur van de
glasplaat. De tweede mogelijke oorzaak is een afwijking in de emissiecoefficiënt van
de onderste koperplaat.
Om verschillen tussen spectraal en niet-spectraal modelleren aan te tonen. worden temperatuurprofielen gesimuleerd. Hiervoor wordt een 50 mm dikke glasplaat
gesimuleerd met een temperatuurverschil van 200°C tussen de boven en onderkant
van de plaat. Het maximale verschil tussen beide modellen is ongeveer 7.5% van
het totale temperatuurverschil over de plaat. Verder is gebleken dat de keuze van
de absorptiecoëfficient in het niet spectrale model van grote invloed is op het tem59
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peratuurprofiel. Tenslotte blijkt dat het spectrale model met slechts 5 banden al
nauwkeurige temperatuurprofielen geeft.

